CALLING ALL INCOMING
LHS AND VHHS FRESHMEN:
BE #D128DARING THIS SUMMER!
REGISTER BY MAY 10 FOR SUMMER CLASSES
District 128 Summer Classes for Incoming Freshmen Include:
Intro to AP History
For students who are taking AP World, AP Euro or APUSH as your first AP social studies class, this two-week
summer school enrichment course will introduce you to the skills that you will be using all year long without the
burden of textbook readings or needing to memorize historical facts. Learn about historical thinking skills and
essay skills using pop culture and current events.
Recreational Mathematics
Recreational Mathematics is a summer enrichment course open to all D128 students 9 - 12. The course will cover
branches of mathematics not typically discussed in a traditional high school curriculum. Specifically, we will study
the mathematics behind magic squares, logic puzzles, Rubik's cubes, origami, topology, game theory, and much
more. The only prerequisite is to have natural curiosity.
Forensic Science
Do you like the TV shows CSI, Forensic Files, and detective shows? Have you ever wondered how to gather,
analyze, and solve crimes using forensic evidence? If so be sure the check out the D128 2-week summer school
Forensics class. Students will learn various evidence collection and analysis techniques to include entomology, DNA
analysis, fingerprinting, blood splatter, etc to solve a crime scene.
Teaching History Through ESPN 30/30 Documentaries
This exciting 2-week course will examine the critically acclaimed and famous 30 for 30 Sports Documentary series
from ESPN. Students will view numerous 30 for 30 sports documentaries and discuss a variety of topics and
themes within them. These topics include history, culture, race relations, sports marketing and how sports has
impacted these areas.
Film Studies
Learn more about the world of film, film-making, and film analysis. Join other students for Film Studies (Intro),
watch some of the world's best films, and discuss them during the first two weeks of summer school. Maybe we'll
even have popcorn. A little more advanced? Already into cinema? Join Film Studies (Advanced) during the second
two weeks of summer school to dive a little deeper, a little darker, and a little more intense. See and discuss some
great, overlooked, forgotten, and just plain strange films.
For complete details and to register, visit https://www.d128.org/our-schools/summer-school

